WUN Research Development Fund 2015 - Guidelines

The Worldwide Universities Network is a world leading research university network, tackling global challenges through international collaboration. The WUN Research Development Fund fosters innovative, international collaborative research and mobility programs.

What is the WUN Research Development Fund (RDF)?

The RDF offers grants of up to £15,000 (average £10,000) to foster partnership in the network, including new members as a priority, and support research collaborations in the following WUN Global Challenges (see WUN website for full description of the WUN Global Challenges):

- **Responding to Climate Change** – focussing in the 2015 round on global research platforms; and resilience of human systems; related to food and environment security.
- **Public Health** (non-communicable disease) – focussing in the 2015 round on a lifecourse approach to healthy ageing; health of migrants; the resilience of adolescents and health workers in different cultural contexts; and schools as a setting for reducing risk factors associated with NCDs.
- **Global Higher Education and Research** – focussing in the 2015 round on access and equity in higher education: economic and social outcomes of diversity and globalisation.
- **Understanding Cultures** – focussing in the 2015 round on migration and population; two-way understanding of China; global digital cultures; and indigenous peoples and societies.

Proposals are particularly encouraged that address one or more of these Global Challenges as well as one of WUN’s developing cross-cutting themes in economics, big data, and regional programs of the Global China Group and the Global Africa Group. The RDF provides one year of seed funding with the firm expectation that projects will result in academic publications, policy impact and sustainability through securing funding from external sources.

What can RDF funds be used for?

RDF funds may cover the costs of exploratory research initiatives, targeted workshops, faculty exchanges and the formation of collaborative networks, among other activities. Applications that incorporate a research mobility component for early career researchers and postgraduate students are encouraged.

The WUN Research Development Fund will **not** cover management fees, salaries or salary supplementation, purchase of capital assets, equipment depreciation, scholarships, course fees and bench fees. Where funds are to be used for air travel, only economy class fares are permissible.

Am I eligible to apply?

The RDF is open only to academic staff (faculty members) at [WUN member universities](#). Applications must first be approved for submission through an internal review process at the principal investigator’s university and submitted to WUN through the local [WUN Coordinator](#) (see information at the end of this document).

Programs must engage at least three WUN member universities and should span at least two countries. The collaboration can include non-WUN universities and external partners but must have an active core of

---

1 Currency converter at 28 May 2015:
GBPE1 = USD$1.53577; CAD$1.91374; EUR€1.40795; NOK11.9127; ZAR18.5105; CNY9.52039; HKD$11.9124; AUD$1.99598; NZD$2.11840; CHF1.45617; GHS6.17962
WUN member universities. In the spirit of the network, activities organised through the programs should be open to all WUN members, it is a priority for WUN to engage newer members in the RDF.

Applications must commit matching cash support (total sum) by the partner institutions to equal or greater value of the amount requested. Salary payments of existing research staff will not be accepted as matching cash support.

**What are the criteria for assessment?**

Applications will be assessed against the following criteria:

- **Objectives** – the program is of high academic quality and addresses a novel research problem or takes an existing WUN research program in a significantly new direction. The program is likely to have significant impact, is interdisciplinary and is international in scope.

- **Relevance to WUN Goals** – the program aligns with WUN strategic objectives and addresses a WUN Global Challenge.

- **Teamwork** – the program involves a team of researchers across a range of relevant disciplines and regions. Programs that include early-career researchers and PhD students are particularly encouraged and an outline of how this integration will be achieved should be provided.

- **Outcomes** – the program results in external funding and academic publications and/or policy options.

- **Sustainability** – the program will build long-term international relationships based on genuine commitment by the research partners, and provides a plan for attracting sufficient resources for the continuation of the project beyond the initial grant.

Applications will need to be accompanied by:

- Program budget outlining key areas of expenditure (1 page maximum).

- CV of the principal investigator (1 page maximum) with URL links to partner investigators.

**How do I apply?**

Before considering a submission, prospective applicants should first contact their local WUN Coordinator (see information at the end of this document) well before the application deadline. The WUN Coordinator will be able to provide advice on the application and will be able to assist in developing aspects of the bid.

The WUN Coordinator, along with the local WUN Academic Advisory Group (AAG) representative and a local WUN committee will be responsible for reviewing, ranking and approving applications at the university prior to submission to WUN. A maximum of three submissions will be accepted from each WUN member university, however a university may be involved in any number of applications as a co-investigator.

Applications along with all accompanying documents must be submitted by the WUN Coordinator via email to nhaskins@wun.ac.uk no later than 5pm GMT on **Friday 30 October 2015**. Applications that are incomplete or received after the closing date will not be considered.

Applications will be assessed and ranked by a selection committee made up of at least two members of the WUN Academic Advisory Group, the Chair of the relevant Global Challenge Steering Group and the WUN Executive Director. The outcomes of the WUN Research Development Fund will be disseminated before 15 January 2016.
What are the financial and reporting obligations?
If successful, funding will be dependent on the applicant providing evidence of the matched funding pledged in the application form through the supply of official letters of support. Where an applicant is unable to provide these official letters of support the WUN RDF grant will not be awarded.

Allocated funds will be deposited in GBP£ via bank transfer to the Principal Investigator’s nominated university account in February 2016. Awarded funding should be expended within 12 months. Any unspent funds at the conclusion of the 12-month award period may be recalled by WUN.

Projects awarded funding become WUN research projects and are required to submit annual reports to WUN on an ongoing basis for the life of the project beyond the initial year of the grant. This reporting is essential in assisting WUN to track outcomes in order to demonstrate productivity, return on investment and bids for subsequent grants. WUN will send a reminder and link to the online survey annually. Awardees who fail to submit satisfactory reports will be ineligible to apply for future WUN funding.

If successful, how does WUN expect to be acknowledged?
Projects awarded funding become WUN research projects and must credit WUN appropriately, including the display of the WUN logo. Any publications resulting from an RDF-funded project must acknowledge WUN as a funder.

Principal Investigators are welcome and encouraged to participate in WUN initiatives and events as they arise, including the WUN Annual General Meeting, the WUN Annual Report, Global Challenge workshops etc.

Further information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The WUN Coordinator at your university</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name of WUN Coordinator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Local application deadline: